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The scientific productivity of laser guide star adaptive optics systems strongly depends on the sky cover-
age, which describes the probability of finding natural guide stars for the tip/tilt wavefront sensor(s) to
achieve a certain performance. Knowledge of the sky coverage is also important for astronomers planning
their observations. In this paper, we present an efficient method to compute the sky coverage for the laser
guide star multiconjugate adaptive optics system, the Narrow Field Infrared Adaptive Optics System
(NFIRAOS), being designed for the Thirty Meter Telescope project. We show that NFIRAOS can achieve
more than 70% sky coverage over most of the accessible sky with the requirement of 191 nm total rms
wavefront. © 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 010.1080, 010.7350.
1. Introduction
Adaptive optics (AO) systems have been developed
for ground-based astronomical telescopes to compen-
sate for atmospheric turbulence effects. However,
because of the limited availability of bright natural
stars, laser guide stars (LGS; based onRayleigh back-
scatter [1] or resonance fluorescence from meso-
sphere sodium atoms) are increasingly used by
current [2–4] and future [5,6] ground-based astro-
nomical telescopes. However, because the laser
beacons are projected from the ground, the corre-
sponding wavefront sensor (WFS) cannot measure
tip/tilt reliably. Therefore, low order natural guide
star (NGS) wavefront sensors are generally neces-
sary to provide tip/tilt measurement. For AO systems
with modest to large fields of view, such as multicon-
jugate AO (MCAO) or multiobject AO concepts, sev-
eral natural guide stars are also necessary to provide
the field dependent tip/tilt information, or plate scale
modes. Besides, in the case of sodium laser guide star,
because of the evolution of sodium atom densities, the
focus measurement has to be corrected by focus infor-
mation from low order 2 × 2 NGS measurements.
Sky coverage describes the probability of finding
NGS within the allowable patrol field that are bright
enough to achieve a certain performance. For modest
to wide field AO systems, past research [7,8] has
found that three low order NGS are generally neces-
sary to accurately sense the global tip/tilt and tilt an-
isoplanatism modes, without unacceptably limiting
the sky coverage. At times, two or even one low order
NGS is enough to sense these modes if they are lo-
cated in the right place (i.e., close enough to the
science target). For an extremely large telescope, sen-
sing in infrared band (J and/or H) and tracking the
diffraction-limited point spread function (PSF) cores
is also necessary to achieve milli-arcsecond level re-
sidual tip/tilt error.
Evaluating the sky coverage of such systems with
high fidelity is difficult because of the high dimen-
sional nature (eight dimensions to be exact, which
are magnitude and coordinate of three stars minus
overall rotation) of finding three stars and evaluating
the performance. Previously the sky coverage had
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been evaluated with approximate models that only
take into account the average Strehl of NGS at a gi-
ven location [9–11] before we, at the Thirty Meter
Telescope project (TMT), developed a high fidelity
sky coverage simulator based upon a postprocessing
technique enabled by the split control of LGS and
NGS modes [12]. This method has recently been pro-
ven to give reliable performance estimates compared
to integrated simulations [13].
So far, to our best knowledge, the sky coverage for
LGS MCAO systems has been evaluated only for a
given telescope zenith angle and certain star statis-
tics (at the galactic pole, or 30 degrees galactic lati-
tude) [9–11]. However, knowing the fractional sky
coverage at one point in the sky does not give astron-
omers a sense of how likely it is to be able to observe
targets at any given point on sky. Gemini had a sky
coverage map for the classic LGS AO system [14],
which is simply a star availability map. For MCAO
systems, not only the brightness of the stars but also
their location in the field of view (FoV) determine the
performance. In this paper, we present the sky cover-
age maps for the Narrow Field Infrared Adaptive
Optics System (NFIRAOS) on TMT as a function of
galactic latitude and longitude for the Mauna Kea
site. With our tools, it is also straightforward to study
the sky coverage of specific fields, like the Hubble ul-
tradeep field [15] or to select stars in any field where
existing IR stars of down to magnitude 22 are known.
The following sections are organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the parameters of the TMT AO
system NFIRAOS, which our modeling studies.
Section 3 reviews our methods to calculate sky cover-
age. Section 4 describes our modeling for star counts
and zenith angle as a function of galactic coordinates
and hour angle. Section 5 presents the results of the
study, and Section 6 gives the conclusion.
2. NFIRAOS
The TMT NFIRAOS [16] is an MCAO system with
two deformable mirrors (DMs) conjugated to ranges
of 0 and 11.2 km. An asterism of five sodium LGS ar-
ranged in a pentagon of 35 arc-second radius plus
sixth on axis are sensed by LGS WFS. Up to three
NGS (if available) are picked off by low order on-
instrument wavefront sensors.
The performance requirements for NFIRAOS in-
clude diffraction-limited turbulence compensation
from 0.8 μm to 2.5 μm over fields of view of up to
30 arc-second in diameter. In particular, the rms im-
age jitter should be less than 2 mas for median sky
coverage at the north galactic pole with median see-
ing conditions. The NGS are acquired via probe arms
within a 2 arcminute diameter circular patrol field of
view. The NGSWFS will operate in the near infrared
(NIR) (J and H band) to take advantage of partial
sharpening of the stars by NFIRAOS. [The K band
had been excluded because originally the selected de-
tector (Hawaii-1RG) had negligible quantum effi-
ciency at this wavelength. This may change once we
baseline our design on the newly designed Hawaii-
2RG.] In addition, NIR NGSs are more likely to be
available, especially in regions that are obscured
by dust. Faint halo stars are also more likely to be
red, which increases the number of potential NGSs
at a given magnitude. The WFS pixel size will be
matched to the Nyquist sampling of the PSF to
improve the linearity and signal to noise ratio. Addi-
tional system and simulation parameters are sum-
marized in Table 1.
Table 1. NFIRAOS and Atmospheric Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Telescope diameter (D) 30 m
Turbulence outer scale 30 m
Fried’s parameter (median seeing) 0.1987 m at 0.5 μm
Telescope wind shake (75 percentile) 20 mas
Mean height of sodium LGS (hs) 90 km
DM conjugate altitudes (hc) 0, 11.2 km
AO order of correction 60 × 60
End-to-end optical throughput for NGS WFS 0.4
Detector passband J and H (1.25 and 1.65 μm)
Detector pixel size λH∕2D
Detector pixel count 1024 × 1024 during acquisition ∼4 × 4
in closed loop run
Detector quantum efficiency 0.8 in both J and H bands
Detector readout noise ∼3e−∕pixel∕read
Detector dark current 0e−1∕pixel∕read at 10–800 Hz
Sky background (J band) 16.25 magnitude∕arcsec2
Sky background (H band) 14.40 magnitude∕arcsec2
Intensity of zero magnitude star (J band) [17] 3.77 × 109 photons∕m2∕s
Intensity of zero magnitude star (H band) [17] 3.17 × 109 photons∕m2∕s
NGS limiting magnitude 22
Number of TTF WFS (2 × 2 subapertures) 1
Number of TT WFS (single subaperture) 2
Science FoV 17 arc-second × 17 arc-second square
NGS patrol field FoV 2 arc-minute diameter circular FoV
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The split tomography control algorithm will be
used in both sky coverage simulations and the actual
real time controller for NFIRAOS. In this control al-
gorithm, the separate LGS and NGS control loops
are driven independently. The atmospheric tomogra-
phy step of the LGS control loop applies a minimum
variance estimator [19] to tip/tilt removed, pseudo
open loop LGS WFS gradients. The NGS control loop
uses a noise-weighted, least squares reconstructor
and can operate at a different frame rate than the
LGS loop, depending upon the brightness of the
NGS. The separation between the LGS and NGS
loops is improved by nulling the component of the
LGS-controlled DM commands, which lies in the
span of the NGS-controlled modes. The details in
the split tomography concept can be found in [12,20].
3. Sky Coverage
The high fidelity sky coverage simulations of MCAO
systems had been presented in [12]. Here we will give
only a brief review. The NFIRAOS split tomography
control architecture described in Section 2 enables
the efficient modeling and evaluation of the LGS
and NGS control loops as a two step process. The first
step is a simulation of the high-order LGS control
loop using our in-house developed multithreaded
AO simulator (MAOS) [21] that can execute each
AO time step in just 0.1 s wall clock time. During this
step, we simulate seven layers of atmosphere based
on C2n profiles measured at the Mauna Kea 13 N site
[22], as shown in Table 2, at 1∕64 meter sampling
and use physical optics to model the LGS WFS
[23,24]. The five NGS-controlled modes (or global
tip/tilt and plate scale modes) contained in the atmo-
sphere are corrected perfectly, using least squares
fits, to minimize the wavefront error (WFE) over
the 17 arc-second square science FoV. Time histories
of the resulting NGS WFS PSFs, the best fit of
NGS modes, and the associated geometric gradients
(Zernike best fit) WFS measurements are recorded
for an array of both tip/tilt (TT) and tip/tilt/focus/
astigmatism (TTF) wavefront sensors positioned at
113 NGS locations arranged on a square grid with
10 arc-second spacing across the NFIRAOS 2 arc-
minute patrol FoV. A total of 5000 time steps are
simulated for each seed. The range and strength of
turbulence layers, and the range and signal level of
the laser guide stars, are scaled by the zenith angle.
During the postprocessing step, the following steps
are then carried out:
1. We first generate a random star field according
to the star statistics based on the Besançon model
[25,26]. The number of stars is obtained from a
Poisson random number drawwith the average num-
ber of J < 22 stars in the patrol FoV. The magnitude
is then determined from the distribution function.
The location of the stars is uniformly distributed
across this FoV.
2. For this star field, we then generate all possi-
ble three-star asterisms, with a TTF and two TT
WFS (if not enough stars are available, we will
fall back to a single TTF or one TTF with one
TT WFS).
3. For each asterism, the gradient measurement
error attributable to noise is computed based on the
averaged PSF (interpolated from the saved PSFs)
and star magnitudes [23]. Then the type II controller
[27] is optimized, and the residual WFE in the NGS
modes is estimated based upon the measurement er-
ror power spectral density (PSD) of the NGS mode
errors attributable to the combined effects of turbu-
lence and telescope wind shake [13,28]. An addi-
tional sodium focus tracking error is estimated
from the sodium height PSD and the sampling
frequency [29].
4. We then select a few asterisms that give close
to minimum WFE and record the corresponding
range of NGS sampling frequencies.
5. For each of the selected asterism and sampling
frequency combinations, we then evaluate the perfor-
mance in the time domain using a postprocessing
method [12]. For each time step:
(a) We add the residual NGS mode error back into
the NGS PSF, sample the PSFonto theWFS detector,
and add noise.
(b) We take NGS WFS measurements and apply
the NGS reconstructor.
(c) We then apply the correction using a type II
controller with gains optimized in step 3.
This step allows physical optics effects and the actual
NGS WFS pixel processing algorithm to be factored
into the performance estimate. We then estimate the
rms WFE after the loop has stabilized.
6. Finally, we select the asterism and sampling
frequency that gives the minimum WFE.
Table 2. C2n Profile Models for the Mauna Kea 13 N Site
a
Layer weighting
Altitude (km) 25% r0  0.247 m 50% r0  0.186 m 75% r0  0.135 m wind speed (m∕s)
0 0.5152 0.4557 0.3952 5.6
0.5 0.0951 0.1295 0.1665 5.8
1 0.0322 0.0442 0.0703 6.3
2 0.0262 0.0506 0.0773 7.6
4 0.116 0.1167 0.0995 13.3
8 0.0737 0.0926 0.1069 19.1
16 0.1416 0.1107 0.0843 12.1
aTMT has no direct measurement of the outer scale. We use a conservative value of 30 m [18].
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7. We then repeat steps 1 through 6 for a new
random star field (500 in total) and finally collect
statistics.
The preceding process gives the sky coverage sta-
tistics for a given telescope zenith angle and guide
star density model. We carried out the process for
eight different zenith angles between 0 and 65°
and seven different stellar densities. The results
are shown in Section 5.
4. Zenith Angle and Stellar Density Maps
Once the NFIRAOS NGSWFE results have been cal-
culated on a grid of zenith angles and stellar densi-
ties, we need to project the results onto astronomical
coordinates. We begin the process by creating maps
of a zenith angle for a given hour angle and stellar
densities.
A. Zenith Angle Map
The telescope zenith angle is a function of both hour
angle and declination. We begin by calculating
the declination (δ) for each galactic latitude (b) and
longitude (l) [30]:
sinδ  cosb coslCP − l cosδGP  sinb sinδGP;
(1)
where lCP  123.93° is the longitude of the north ce-
lestial pole and δGP  27.13° is the declination of the
north galactic pole. The Zenith angle (za) for the hour
angle of h can then be calculated as
cosza  sinδ sinL  cosδ cosL cosh; (2)
where L is the latitude of the telescope (19.83° for
Mauna Kea 13 N). Figure 1 shows the zenith angle
in galactic coordinates for zero hour angle.
B. Stellar Density Map
To create a sky coverage map for a large part of the
sky without running too many simulations, we need
to parameterize the distribution of stars as a function
of brightness over the whole sky. Luckily, at high ga-
lactic latitudes, the normalized cumulative distribu-
tion function of stars as a function of J band
magnitude are very similar (see Fig. 2). If normalized
using star counts at J ≤ 19 (80% of the selected TTF
stars have J ≤ 19; 60% of the brightest TT star have
J ≤ 19 at the north galactic pole), the cumulative dis-
tribution functions differ by less than 10% where
16 ≤ J < 22. We therefore adopt the shape of the
cumulative stellar density function for the north ga-
lactic pole and run simulations with a few different
normalization factors corresponding to the number
of stars with J ≤ 19. At the north galactic pole, there
are about 2300 stars∕deg2 with J ≤ 19.
This cumulative density function model starts to
break down for J ≤ 19 densities of 7500 stars∕deg2,
corresponding to about 30° galactic latitude, because,
closer to the galactic plane and bulge, stars change
radically owing to contributions from disk and bulge
populations (see the curve labeled with b  30 in
Fig. 2). For these locations, we use the pessimistic as-
sumption that the stellar density plateaus at
7500 stars∕deg2 and the shape of the distribution
function is unchanged. In reality, performance for
NFIRAOS is already quite acceptable, even with this
pessimistic assumption.
To generate the stellar density map, we queried
the Besançon model [25] using galactic latitudes
in the range between 30 and 90°, and longitudes
between 0 and 180°), assuming the densities are
symmetric with positive and negative latitudes or
longitudes. We interpolate these points to finer grids.
The resulting map is shown in Fig. 3.
5. Results
To obtain the sky coverage map in the galactic coor-
dinate, we carried out sky coverage simulations for a
wide range of zenith angles at 0, 30, 45, 55, 57.5, 60,
62.5, and 65°, and for J ≤ 19 star counts of 2300 (cor-
responding to galactic pole), 2800, 3700, 4500, 5500,
6500, and 7500 stars∕deg2. For each simulation, we
averaged the performance over four different turbu-
lence seeds and two different asterism seeds. To sam-
ple a range of turbulence conditions, we carried out












































































Fig. 1. (Color online) Zenith angle in galactic coordinates for zero
hour angle. Zenith angles above 65° are not reachable by TMT.



































Fig. 2. (Color online) Normalized integrated star counts are very
similar at high galactic latitudes but become remarkably different
at low galactic latitudes (black line).
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seeing conditions of the Mauna Kea 13 N site. We
used realistic seven layer profiles generated from
the TMT site testing survey MK13 N area [22,31].
To assemble representative profiles corresponding
to the quartiles of residual WFE, the more than
10000 individual profiles were sorted by uncorrect-
able residual WFEs (fitting plus server lag error),
and 10% of the profiles clustered around the quar-
















































































































Fig. 4. (Color online) Sky coverage (cumulative probability den-
sity function) curve for select zenith angles and various J ≤ 19 star
counts for 25%, median, and 75% seeing conditions.









































































































































Fig. 5. (Color online) Median sky coverage as a function of zenith
angle (left panel) or J ≤ 19 star counts (right panel). The numbers
shown along the curves are zenith angle (left panel) and J ≤ 19




























































Fig. 3. (Color online) Stellar density map in the galactic coordi-
nates. We limited the maximum value to 7500 stars∕deg2.
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Figure 4 shows the sky coverage (cumulative prob-
ability density function) curves for select zenith
angles and various J ≤ 19 star counts for 25%, med-
ian, and 75% seeing conditions. The results are
shown as averaged rms WFE in the NGS-controlled
modes (tip/tilt plus three plate scale modes) over the
17 arc-second square field of view. It is worth noting
that for a 30 m telescope like TMT, 36 nm of tip/tilt
WFE corresponds to 1 mas tip/tilt jitter. In general,
the sky coverage improves with larger stellar densi-
ties but degrades with increasing zenith angles or in-
creased turbulence conditions. The degradation is
particularly significant for zenith angles greater
than 45° because of the following: (1) reduced shar-
pening of the NGS PSF, and (2) increased tip/tilt jit-
ter owing to increased turbulence. To gain more
insight into the median performance, we also plotted

























































































NGS Mode WFE at Median Sky Coverage (nm)
ZA>65












































































































NGS Mode WFE at Median Sky Coverage (nm)
ZA>65































































































NGS Mode WFE at Median Sky Coverage (nm)
ZA>65



















Fig. 6. (Color online) Map of rms WFE in NGS-controlled modes
at median sky coverage. Hour angle is 0 h. The areas enclosed by
dashed white curves are not reachable by TMT owing to zenith
angle greater than 65°.





























HO WFE 25% seeing
HO WFE 50% seeing
HO WFE 75% seeing
Implementation error
Fig. 7. (Color online) WFEs in LGS-controlled modes (excluding
implementation error) and implementation errors, in nm, aver-
















































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 8. (Color online) Map of total WFE at median sky coverage.
Hour angle is 0 h.
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zenith angle or J ≤ 19 star counts in Fig. 5. We ob-
served a steep rise in the median sky coverage
NGS mode WFE at high zenith angles and/or lower
star counts.
These results can then be mapped onto galactic
coordinates using interpolation based on the zenith
angle and star density map shown in Figs. 1 and
3. Figure 6 shows the results. We can see that the
rms WFE in NGS modes at median sky coverage
is less than 72 nm (2 mas) for the majority of the
sky, except where the zenith angles are high (>45°).
The WFEs in NGS-controlled modes need to be
combined with the WFE in LGS-controlled modes
and implementation errors (optomechanics aberra-
tions, etc.) to get the total WFE. We obtained the
WFE in LGS-controlled modes by running simula-
tions using MAOS with ideal NGS asterism (3 NGS
on a small equilateral triangle) and project out
NGS modes in the wavefront before computing
WFE. Figure 7 shows the results.
The total WFE map is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for
hour angle of 0 h and 2 h. The latter corresponds to
the worst case performance during an integration
time of 4 h. These WFEs can be converted to Strehl
ratios using the Marechal approximation. The J
band Strehl map is shown in Fig. 10. The best achiev-
able J band Strehls for median sky coverage are
about 0.56, 0.50, and 0.38 for 25%, median, and
75% seeing conditions within galactic latitudes of
about 45° with modest zenith angles. The J band
Strehl at the north galactic pole at median sky cover-
age is about 0.52, 0.44, and 0.32 for 25%, median, and
75% seeing conditions.
Finally we computed the probability of meeting the
requirement of 191 nm (230 nm for 75% seeing) total
rms WFE (J band Strehl is 0.4). The results are
shown in Fig. 11. The 191 nm allowable WFE can
be achieved more than 90% of the time at galactic
latitudes less than 45° for 25% and median seeing
conditions for modest zenith angles (≤45°). A
relaxed 230 nm WFE can be achieved for 75%
seeing similarly. The sky coverage at the north galac-
tic pole is about 85% and 75% for 25%, median
seeing conditions and 191 nm allowable WFE,

















































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 9. (Color online) Map of total WFE at median sky coverage.
























































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 10. (Color online) Map of J band Strehl ratio map at median
sky coverage. Hour angle is 0 h.
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6. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented the high fidelity sky cov-
erage simulation results as a function of the galactic
latitude for 0 and 2 h angle observations. This pro-
vides a direct view of the sky coverage for any given
galactic latitude and longitude and should help
astronomers to understand the potential of the AO
system and plan the observations accordingly. In
particular,
1. For median seeing and zero hour angle, NFIR-
AOS will deliver a WFE less than 191 nm more than
70% of the time over most of the observable sky.
2. The total WFE is less than 180 or 200 nm for
an hour angle of 0 or 2 h over most of the observable
sky for a typical asterism in either 25% or median
seeing conditions.
The same technique can also be applied to evaluate
sky coverage for a larger range of observing modes or
conditions:
1. Spectrometer slit throughput
2. Observations with only a single TTF NGS
3. Long observations around an hour angle of 0.
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